Standard Setters Round Table
1 pm Sat 26 May 2012

Agenda

1. Lunch
2. Welcome and introductions
3. Approve agenda
4. Confirm we have accepted the mortality report and discharged Chris Daykin with thanks. Where do we want to publish the report?
5. Confirm that we are abandoning the general (P&C) project on assumption setting as unworkable.
6. Discuss our responses to TFPS Zoomerang
7. TFPS report and discussion
   - TFPS Commentary
   - TFPS Council Questions
   - TFPS Summary of Survey Results
8. What role should we play in helping the IAA implement the Permanent Structure, once it decides what it is?
9. IASSC report (oral report from Dave Pelletier)
10. Revisit our purpose in light of IASSC and EC activity.
11. Any Council topics we wish to discuss.
12. Identify which (if any) style guides (e.g. Chicago, Oxford University Press) we (representing our standard setter) use. Which might we recommend to the IASSC.
13. Discussion of standards for actuarial work concerning ERM (US exposure draft on risk evaluation, IASSC discussion draft of an ERM SOI)
14. Impact assessment and compliance monitoring. Have any members assessed the impact of, or tried to monitor compliance with, their standards?
15. Brief country reports (a report of "nothing exceptional since our last meeting" is eminently acceptable)